Steroclenz Rapid

The high level, fast acting sporicidal disinfection
that kills up to 99.9999% of germs, in 60 seconds!
Steroclenz Rapid 50 is a powerful,
water-based foam for the rapid
cleaning and disinfection of hard
surfaces.

Steroclenz Rapid has been designed
to be used on all hard surfaces,
excluding medical devices. It can be
used to clean and disinfect:

The Steroclenz foam has been
independently tested in ‘real world’
conditions and contact times.

• Blood spills
• Isolation rooms
• Sluice rooms
• Workstations
• and much more....

It has been proven to provide 4 hour
residual protection against bacteria and
spores, it offers 99.9999% kill rates
against germs in 60 seconds.
Thanks to the focused spray head,
users can clearly target the surface area
where the foam should be applied.
Creating a more even and consistent
surface coverage.
This very important, as an inadequate
application of biocide could possibly
lead to micro-organism cross-resistance
development.

• Bodily fluids
• Toilets
• Commodes
• Walls/Floors

The Rapid foam can be used on all hard
surfaces as it is compatible with steel,
PVC, rubber, cotton, polyester and
wood.
The foam is ready to use from the
bottle, simply spray the surface and
wipe. Spray 2 or 3 pumps of foam onto
the surface. Always make sure to wipe
from the clean area to the dirty area,
working towards you in straight ‘S’
shaped lines, then simply let the area
air dry.

The rapid foaming spray action is
designed to ensure that the spray
doesn’t spread, ensuring an even
coverage over the spill or area that
needs cleaning.
The foam itself is white, to allow the
user to see clearly where the biocide
has been applied and to assist with
uniform application and concentration
of the biocide upon the surface.
Steroclenz Rapid 50, the 50ml pump
vaporiser bottle. It has all the power
of Steroclenz Rapid in a pocket sized
spray.
Steroclenz Rapid 500, a heavier
duty 500ml trigger spray bottle. For
a cleaning team to have with their
cleaning equipment.

Order Steroclenz Rapid 50 and 500 now using the references STZ001 and STZ002

To order call 0161 902 3030
email marketing@steroplast.co.uk
or visit www.steroplast.co.uk
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